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Based on the hypothesis of durational actions and process synchroniza-
tion with ‘‘busy waiting’’ mechanism, performance equivalence has been
proposed to introduce a simple form of performance evaluation in process
algebras. This equivalence enjoys many of the pleasant properties of those
in the untimed setting but it is not a congruence for parallel composition
with synchronization. In this paper we give a bisimulation-based charac-
terization of the coarsest congruence contained within performance
equivalence (and discuss alternative formulations). This problem was left
open in several papers. We study how the new equivalence, called perfor-
mance congruence, relates with other closed equivalences in the literature
and show that, unlike other proposals, it is a natural extension of those
standard in the untimed setting. The weak version of performance con-
gruence, which abstracts from internal details, is also studied. A number
of examples of processes related or taken apart by performance con-
gruence, and its weak version, are provided. A nontrivial one is also
presented to illustrate the utility of the new congruences. The paper con-
cludes with further observations concerning performance congruence
and with a discussion on related and further interesting work. ] 1998
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In the field of semantics for process description languages, there is growing inter-
est in equivalence notions which discriminate processes not only for their func-
tionality (the actions that processes can perform), but also for their performance
(a measure of the time consumed for their execution) [1, 2, 1921].
These theories of timed processes are based on a few assumptions. Processes are
distributed over the space and each sequential component p is associated with a
local clock n # N, denoted by n O p, whose elapsing is set dynamically during the
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execution of the actions by the corresponding component. Any action a has a
durationa positive natural number f (a)which represents the time needed for its
execution. Whenever an action a is executed by a sequential subcomponent p, the
value n of the clock of p is incremented to n+ f (a), while the local clocks of those
sequential components not involved in the execution of a are uneffected. Hence, if
p is idle during a transition, its local clock value cannot increase. In other words,
each sequential subprocess is always eager to perform an executable action (or
dually actions are urgent): the time value is incremented locally only when the
executable action is performed.
Timing equivalence proposed in [1, 2] and performance equivalence proposed in
[20, 21] are standard bisimulation-based equivalences which relate timed processes
whenever they can perform the same actions at the same time.1 They are defined on
top of different labeled transition systems, the transitions of which are of the form
d ww(a, n) d $, meaning that timed process d can become timed process d $ by perform-
ing action a at (completing) time n. These labeled transition systems, describing the
transitional semantics of timed processes, mainly differ in the operational descrip-
tion of process synchronization.
The intuition behind the (CCS-like) synchronization rule in [1, 2] is that two
processes can synchronize if they are ready to do so exactly at the same time
instant: If a process d1 can perform an action a at time n and a process d2 can per-
form an action a at the same time, then the parallel composition of d1 and d2 can
perform a synchronization at time n. Based on this synchronization rule, timing
equivalence is a congruence but is not related to any of the untimed equivalences,
e.g., Milner’s strong bisimulation equivalence [28].
The intuition behind the synchronization rule in [20, 21] is that two processes
can synchronize when they perform complementary actions at the same time; if one
of the two is able to execute such an action before the other, then a form of busy
waiting is allowed. In more detail, if a process d1 can perform an action a at time
n1 and a process d2 can perform an action a at time n2 , then the parallel composi-
tion of d1 and d2 can perform a synchronization at time max[n1 , n2]. Intuitively,
this permits the modeling of the situation in which a faster process can wait for a
slower partner. Note that whenever both partners are ready to synchronize, the
handshaking immediately happens. However, while some form of execution delay is
possible to allow a synchronization between two parallel components of the same
process (‘‘internal’’ synchronization), the execution of ‘‘visible’’ actions, that model
synchronizations with the external environment (‘‘external’’ synchronizations), is
always urgent. Thus, a different treatment is reserved to internal synchronizations
and external ones. Because of this different treatment between internal and external
synchronizations, performance equivalence has the unfortunate effect of losing com-
positionality. It is not preserved by parallel composition with synchronization.2
However, it is a natural extension of untimed equivalences.
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1 [19] is very close to these works but a different technical development is followed: Matrices of
clocked locations are exploited to represent the state of the system and the observations of transitions.
2 In [12, 13] it has been shown that performance equivalence is a congruence when synchronization
is disallowed.
The main aim of this paper is to present performance congruence: a bisimulation-
based performance-sensitive equivalence that coincides with the largest congruence
within performance equivalence. This problem was left open in several papers, for
instance [20, 21].
We follow the same synchronization mechanism as [20, 21] by allowing busy
waiting when the faster process waits for the slower one. However, our theory deals
with internal and external synchronizations in a uniform way; visible actions can be
performed with an arbitrary delay before their execution is started. These delayed
executions (or lazy transitions) model the situation in which the process responsible
for their execution is faster with respect to a hypothetic external slower partner.
Eager executions, those with null execution delay, are also taken into account.
These executions model the inverse situation, in which the process responsible for
their execution is slower with respect to a faster external partner.
To properly model such situations we have transitions of the form d www(a, n, r) d $,
where the added component r (r # N) denotes the execution delay before the execu-
tion of a is started. In contrast, transitions d www({, n, r) d $ denoting (internal) syn-
chronizations (or invisible activities of processes) are only possible with null execu-
tion delay (r=0), meaning that the slower partner is always eager to synchronize.
Over such labeled transition systems performance congruence is defined as a
bisimulation-based equivalence. Two timed processes d1 and d2 are performance
congruent if and only if whenever d1 (and similarly for d2) can perform an invisible
action (a { action), then d2 can match this transition by performing an invisible
action at the same time (remember that {-transitions are only enabled with execu-
tion delay 0). If d1 performs a visible action a at time n and execution delay r, we
distinguish two possible cases: either r=0 or r>0. In the former case process d1
simulates an external synchronization with a faster partner while in the latter one
d1 simulates an external synchronization with a slower partner. In both cases we
require the same ability of d2 . Thus, when r=0, process d2 is required to perform
action a at time n and execution delay 0, while when r>0, d2 is required to perform
action a at time n and arbitrary execution delay. Hence, we can detect two possible
roles in our theory. A process can be master or slave depending on its eagerness to
perform an action or not respectively. Performance congruence relates processes
that have the same ability to be master or slave respectively. It is worth noting that
the distinction between r=0 and r>0 while experimenting over processes is
actually needed. By matching transitions without care about the execution delay,
we would obtain a different equivalence relation that is not a congruence and leads
to unwanted identifications.
To prove that performance congruence coincides with the largest congruence
within performance equivalence we first prove that the former equivalence is a con-
gruence and that it strictly implies performance equivalence. Then we prove that
performance congruence coincides with the equivalence obtained by requiring per-
formance equivalence to be preserved by all possible parallel contexts. Finally, we
prove that this latter equivalence coincides with the largest congruence within per-
formance equivalence. This result is proven for a CCS-like language that generally
known uses a handshaking synchronization mechanism. We use this language
throughout the paper.
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Besides performance equivalence, performance congruence is compared with
timing equivalence. We show that the two equivalences are unrelated. Performance
congruence is also unrelated with lazy performance equivalence [9], where processes
are considered inherently lazy: both visible and invisible actions can be delayed
arbitrarily long before firing.
The weak version of performance congruence, weak performance equivalence,
which abstracts from internal details, is also presented. We show that performance
congruence is strictly finer than weak performance equivalence so that we prove,
in a timed setting, a similar result that generally holds in the untimed world:
i.e., Milner’s strong observational equivalence strictly implies its weak version.
Moreover, as in this paper we are mainly interested in congruence results, we prove
that weak performance equivalence is preserved by all CCS-contexts but nondeter-
ministic choice. A congruence result can be obtained also for this operator in a
standard way, by requiring initial invisible actions to be matched [28]. An
applicative, nontrivial, example is presented to show the utility of our semantics.
The example also puts forward the differences between our approach and that in
[1, 2] and shows the advantages of using compositional reasonings.
The synchronization rule studied in this paper has also been tentatively used to
extend the performance preorder, a ‘‘faster than’’ preorder relation proposed in [12,
13] for a language of concurrent but not communicating systems. Unfortunately,
the resulting preorder is not preserved by parallel composition with synchroniza-
tion as well as the preorders obtained by extending performance preorder with the
rules in [1, 2] and [20, 21]. This, once again, shows the different nature of pre-
orders with respect to equivalences in timed calculi.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section contains the CCS-
like language we use throughout this paper and briefly summarizes performance
equivalence. Section 3 presents performance congruence. Section 4 studies the rela-
tionships between performance congruence and other equivalences within the
theory of processes with durational actions, while Section 5 studies the relationships
between performance congruence and the standard untimed Milner’s strong
bisimulation equivalence. Section 6 presents the weak version of performance con-
gruence. An example illustrating the use of compositional reasoning is presented in
Section 7. Section 8 extends performance preorder with the synchronization rule
studied in the previous sections and Section 9 gives concluding remarks and related
and further work.
2. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION IN PROCESS ALGEBRAS
This section briefly recalls the basic assumptions behind the theory of processes
with durational actions proposed in [20, 21].
2.1. The Language
The language used in the paper is a variant of Milner’s CCS. This allows a
smooth comparison with existing work on the theory of processes with durational
actions. Below we report the syntax of our CCS-like language. We assume an
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uncountable set of actions A (ranged over by :) from which we obtain the set of
co-actions A =[: | : # A]. We use Act (ranged over by a, b, ...) to denote A _ A , the
set of visible actions, and the convention that if a # Act then a =a. The invisible
action is denoted by {  Act and we use Act{ (ranged over by +) to denote the set
of all actions Act _ [{]. N denotes the set of natural numbers, while N+ denotes
the positive ones. Process variables, used for recursive definitions, are ranged over
by x.
The set of processes, denoted by P (ranged over by p, p$, ...), are the closed (i.e.,
without free variables) terms generated by the grammar below:
p :=nil | a.p | wait n.p | :
i # I
pi | p | p | p"B | p[8] | x | rec x.p where n # N+.
Process nil denotes a terminated process. By prefixing a term p with an action a,
we get a process term a.p which can do an action a and then behaves like p.
wait n.p denotes a process which waits for n # N+ time units and then behaves like
process p. i # I p i denotes alternative composition of p i with i # I. We require I be
a countable set and |I |2. p1 | p2 , the parallel composition of p1 and p2 , is the pro-
cess which can perform any interleaving of the actions of p1 and p2 or synchroniza-
tions whenever p1 and p2 can perform complementary actions. p"B is a process
which behaves like p but actions in B, or their complements, are forbidden. p[8]
behaves like p but its actions are relabeled according to relabeling function 8. As
usual in the durational setting, 8 is restricted to be a duration preserving relabeling
function. Finally, rec v.p is used for recursive definitions. For the sake of simplicity,
terminal nil ’s can be omitted; e.g., a+b.c stands for a.nil+b.c.nil.
2.2. The Operational Semantics
The assumptions behind the theory of processes with durational actions proposed
in [20, 21] are the following:
(1) maximal parallelism: whenever a new sequential subagent is actived, there
is always a processor free, ready to execute it. In other words, there is never the
need of serializing parallel computations.
(2) eagerness: there is no time-passing in between the execution of actions
from the same subagent; equivalently actions happen as soon as possible. The only
exception is for synchronization, when a subagent can wait for the partner.3
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3 These two assumptions (maximal parallelism and eagerness) are not to be confused with the so-
called maximal progress assumption [25, 39] which is a combination of the above conditions with the
requirement that early actions can always disable later conflicting actions. E.g., in a term like
((a.b .c | b .c) | b)"[b], both synchronizations on b are allowed in [1, 2, 20, 21] (and in this paper) while
the synchronization with the b caused by a is forbidden if maximal progress is assumed (and if the com-
plete performance of a takes some positive time). Maximal progress gives rise to difficulties in defining
substitutive relations in the presence of actions that cannot delay their execution, as pointed out in
[12, 13] and [32]. We will come back in the conclusion to further problems with assuming maximal
progress.
(3) static duration: the amount of time needed for the execution of a par-
ticular action is fixed once and for all on the basis of the features of the chosen
machine. Action duration functions (ranged over by f, g, ...) are introduced which
associate to each action the positive natural number of time units needed for its
execution. In the rest of this paper, we choose any duration function f : Act  N+,
simply to fix this parameter. As usual, we assume f (a)= f (a ) for every a # Act.4
P is equipped with an SOS semantics in terms of labeled transition systems.
Definition 2.1. A labeled transition system is a triple (S, M, T ) where S is a set
of states, M is a set of labels and T=[wm S_S | m # M ] is the transition rela-
tion. We will write s wm s$ instead of (s, s$) # wm .
In the setting of process theory with durational actions, states are terms of a
syntax extending that of agents with a local clock prefixing operator, n O  , which
records the evolution of different parts of a distributed state.
Definition 2.2. The states are terms generated by the syntax
d ::=n O nil | n O a.p | n O wait n$.p | n O :
i # I
p i | n O rec x.p$ | d | d | d"B | d[8],
where p, pi , rec x.p$ # P, n # N, n$ # N+ and BAct. The set of states is denoted by
D (d1 , d2 # D).
To define a simple operational semantics the shorthand expression n O p is used
to mean that n distributes over the operators, until the sequential components. The
equations in Table 1, called clock distribution equations, show that a term n O p can
be reduced to a canonical state, when interpreting these equations as rewrite rules
from left to right. Each transition is labeled by a triple of the form (+, n) V |. The
observable part is (+, n) , meaning that action + # Act _ [{] has been completed
exactly n time units after the computation began, while the location part | is a term
pointing out which sequential subagents have been involved in the execution of
action + itself. The latter part, irrelevant from an observational viewpoint, is used
to guarantee a correct updating of the local clock values in steps of synchroniza-
tion. The set of locations, L, (ranged over by |, |$, ...) is generated by the following
grammar (this syntax has been originally proposed in [33] to detect the spatial
distribution of processes)
\ ::=v | l\ | r\ | \ | \.
The intuition behind locations is the following: v is the unique location of a sequen-
tial system. When a system is composed of two main parts, l\ (r\) is the location
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4 A different approach is taken in [19] where the duration of an action is explicitly reported in the
action specification. This has the advantage of allowing the specification of different durations for dif-
ferent action occurrences. In this paper we wish to remain as close as possible and to deviate as little
as possible from the process algebras used in the original works on the theory of processes with dura-
tional actions. This allows a smooth comparison with existing work by enlightening the novel contribu-
tions of the actual paper.
TABLE 1
Clock Distribution Equations
\ of the left (right) part while \1 | \2 denotes the location \1 of the left part and
the location \2 of the right one (in a synchronization step). The location of a
sequential subprocess is its access path in the abstract syntax tree of the process
where only parallel operators are taken into account.
Definition 2.3. The set of labels for the transition relation is 6=(Act _ [{])_
N+_L.
Following Milner [28], a standard operational semantics has been given to D.
The transition relation is given through a set of inference rules, listed in Table 2.
It is worthwhile to observe that these rules are parametric w.r.t. the chosen duration
function f. Hence, we should write f . For the sake of simplicity, the subscript will
always be omitted whenever clear from the context.
A few comments on the rules in Table 2 are now in order. The rule for action
prefixing Act states that an action a, executable at time n, is completed at time
TABLE 2
The Structural Rules for the Operational Semantics
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n+ f (a). The rule for Wait is similar. Rules Sum, Rec, Res, and Rel for alternative
composition, recursion, restriction, and relabeling are as usual. Rule Par1 (Par2) for
the asynchronous execution of an action + from the left (right) subagent is almost
standard, but the location label | of the transition in the premise of the rule is
enriched with the context information yielding the label l| (r|) for the transition
in the conclusion. The rule for synchronization, Synch, needs more explanation.
Assume the left component d1 completes the execution of an action a at time instant
n1 and the right one, d2 , its complementation a at n2 ; assume also n=max[n1 , n2]
=n1 . Since d2 has completed its action first, it must wait for n&n2 time units before
synchronizing with d1 . As in d $2 the clock number of the location involved in the
execution of a is set to n2 , it is necessary to update this value, by increasing it
to n1 , by exploiting the location information stored in . The clock updating uses the
auxiliary time update function [d, (|, n)] defined in Table 3. Note that even if rule
Synch updates both components, only one will be actually affected.
2.3. Performance Equivalence (tp)
Based on the transition system for P defined in the previous section, an equiv-
alence relation, called performance equivalence, has been defined by Gorrieri and
Roccetti [20, 21]. It is based on the branching-time semantics of bisimulation and
relates two systems whenever they perform the same actions at the same time.
Note that performance equivalence does not consider the location information of
actions. For this reason it turns out to be commutative and associative.
Definition 2.4 (Performance Equivalence). (1) Let Rel denote the set of
symmetric and binary relations over D. The functional R: Rel  Rel is defined, for
each R # Rel, as follows: (d1 , d2) # R(R) if, for each + # Act _ [{]:
 d1 www
(+, n) V | d $1 implies d2 www
(+, n) V |$ d $2 such that (d $1 , d $2) # R.
(2) A relation R # Rel will be called an R-bisimulation if RR(R).
(3) We say that two states d1 and d2 are f-performance equivalent, denoted
d1t fp d2 , if and only if there exists an R-bisimulation R such that (d1 , d2) # R.
(4) We say that two processes p1 , p2 are f -performance equivalent, denoted
p1t fp p2 , if and only if 0 O p1t fp 0 O p2 .
When f is clear from the context, we omit the superscript f, as in d1tp d2 and
p1tp p2 . Moreover, in the rest of this paper, we often omit symmetric pairs in
giving bisimulation relations.
TABLE 3
Equations defining the Time Update Function
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In [20, 21] it has been shown that performance equivalence gives rise to a non-
interleaving semantics and is a natural extension of Milner’s strong bisimulation
equivalence. However, it is not preserved by parallel composition with synchroniza-
tion as the following proposition shows.
Proposition 2.1. There exist p1 , p2 , and p3 P processes such that p1tp p2 but
p1 | p3 t% p p2 | p3 .
Proof. Consider p1 and p2 defined by
p1=(c.wait 3.a.b | c.wait 3.a.b | a )"[a]
and
p2=(c.wait 3.a.b | c.(wait 3.a.b+a.wait 3.b) | a )"[a]
and assume that the duration of a, b, and c is 3 (as well as the duration of co-
actions a and c ). It is possible to see that p1tp p2 . Let d1=(3 O wait 3.a.b |
3 O wait 3.a.b | 0 O a )"[a] and d2=(3 O wait 3.a.b | 3 O (wait 3.a.b+a.wait 3.b) |
0 O a )"[a] be the states obtained by 0 O p1 and 0 O p2 respectively after the
execution of the c actions (similar arguments hold if the two c actions out of 0 O p1
and 0 O p2 were not both initially performed). To check that d1tp d2 , the only
critical case is when the synchronization on a is performed by the additional
behavior of d2 (synchronization on a before the wait of 3 time units). This leads to
state d4=(3 O wait 3.a.b | 6 O wait 3.b | 6 O nil )"[a], that can be matched by d1 by
performing (for instance) the rightmost wait 3 leading to d3=(3 O wait 3.a.b | 6 O
a.b | 0 O a )"[a]. But now it is very easy to see that d3tp d4 .
Now, consider p1 | c .c and p2 | c .c . We show that they are not performance equiv-
alent. In fact, the sequence of transitions out of 0 O ( p2 | c .c ),
0 O ( p2 | c .c ) www
({, 3) V | d1=(3 O wait 3.a.b | 0 O c.(wait 3.a.b+a.wait 3.b) | 0 O a )"
[a] | 3 O c
www
({, 6) V |$ d2=(3 O wait 3.a.b | 6 O (wait 3.a.b+a.wait 3.b) | 0 O a )"
[a] | 6 O nil
www
({, 9) V |" d3=(3 O wait 3.a.b | 9 O wait 3.b | 9 O nil )"[a] | 6 O nil
can only be matched by 0 O ( p1 | c .c ) by performing either
0 O ( p1 | c .c ) wwww
({, 3) V |1 d4=(3 O wait 3.a.b | 0 O c.wait 3.a.b | 0 O a )"[a] | 3 O c
wwww
({, 6) V |2 d5=(3 O wait 3.a.b | 6 O wait 3.a.b | 0 O a )"[a] | 6 O nil
wwww
({, 9) V |3 d6=(3 O wait 3.a.b | 9 O a.b | 0 O a )"[a] | 6 O nil
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or
0 O ( p1 | c .c ) wwww
({, 3) V |$1 d $4=(0 O c.wait 3.a.b | 3 O wait 3.a.b | 0 O a )"[a] | 3 O c
wwww
({, 6) V |$2 d $5=(6 O wait 3.a.b | 3 O wait 3.a.b | 0 O a )"[a] | 6 O nil
wwww
({, 9) V |$3 d $6=(9 O a.b | 3 O wait 3.a.b | 0 O a )"[a] | 6 O nil
However, d3 is neither performance equivalent to d6 nor performance equivalent
to d $6 because d3 can only perform an action b at time 15 while both d6 and d $6 still
have a choice between doing b at time 15 and time 12. K
The rest of this paper introduces a new performance equivalence that strictly
implies that given in [20] and turns out to be a congruence with respect to all
operators of the language. Moreover we will prove that the new relation coincides
with the largest congruence contained within performance equivalence.
3. MODELING PROCESS SYNCHRONIZATION WITH BUSY
WAITING MECHANISM
This section is devoted to presenting a new performance relation which turns out
to be the largest congruence contained within performance equivalence.
3.1. A New Timed Transition Relation
The new performance relation we are going to present is of the form
d ww(+, n, r) d $ with the intuitive meaning that state d can become state d $ by perform-
ing an action + at completing time n. r is the execution delay meaning that the
execution of action + is started r time units after the last performed action by the
subprocess responsible for the execution of +. More precisely, if n$ is the local clock
of the subprocess responsible for the execution of action +, then its completing
execution time (n) is equal to n$ plus the execution delay r plus the duration of
action + (as usual in the durational approach to timed process algebras, whenever
+={ denotes a synchronization on a channel a then its duration is equal to the
duration of a). If +={ we always force a null execution delay, namely r=0. This
means that synchronizations happen as soon as they can. Transition relation
d ww(+, n, r) d $ is formally defined by the axioms and inference rules given in Table 4.
As an immediate difference with the transition relation defined in Table 2, note that
visible actions are not forced to be performed as soon as possible, but can be
delayed arbitrarily long before firing; i.e., visible actions may be lazy.
A few comments on the rules in Table 4 are now in order. The rule for action
prefixing BAct states that process a.p with local clock n can perform action a at any
time n+ f (a)+r, where r0 is the delay before the execution of action a is started.
Rule BWait, instead, says that invisible actions cannot be delayed at all.5 Process
wait n$.p with local clock n can only perform action { at completing time n+n$.
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5 This is because we think of process wait n$.p as an abbreviation of process (a | a .p)"[a] where a is
not free in p and f (a)=n$. Moreover, as already observed, synchronizations cannot be delayed.
TABLE 4
The New Operational Semantics for Timed States
Rules BSum, BRec, BPar1 , BPar2 , BRes, and BRel for alternative composition,
recursion, asynchronous execution of a parallel composition, restriction, and
relabeling are as usual. Rule Synch instead needs more explanation. Assume the left
component d1 completes the execution of action a at time instant n and execution
delay r1 and the right one, d2 , action a at time n and execution delay r2 . Then,
a synchronization step is possible if and only if (at least) one of the two delays is 0;
namely at least one of the two transitions is eager. The resulting transition is an
invisible one completing at time n and execution delay 0. Note that, in this new
setting, because visible actions can be delayed arbitrarily long before firing, no
updating functions are needed (updatings are intrinsic in the nature of actions).
The following lemma establishes the relationships between the transition relation
by Gorrieri and Roccetti and that given in Table 4; its proof is reported in
Appendix.
Lemma 3.1. Let d be a state. Then:
(1) d ww(a, n, r) d $ iff _| # L, _d" # D such that d wwwww(a, n&r) V | d" and d $=
d"[|, r];
(2) d ww(a, n, 0) d $ iff _| # L such that d www(a, n) V | d $;
(3) d ww({, n, 0) d $ iff _| # L such that d www({, n) V | d $.
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Remark 3.1. By virtue of (2) and (3) of Lemma 3.1 we can use d www(+, n) V | d $
and d ww(+, n, 0) d $ interchangeably.
3.2. Performance Congruence (tc)
This section introduces a new bisimulation-based equivalence relation that will
be proven to coincide with the largest congruence contained within the performance
equivalence by Gorrieri and Roccetti.
The crucial point is concerned with the execution delay. To prove that d1 and d2
are performance congruent, we require that if d1 (and similarly for d2) performs an
action + at completing time n and execution delay r, then d2 can match this tran-
sition by performing the same action at the same completing time and arbitrary
execution delay r$. However, if r=0, meaning that d1 is eager to perform action +,
then also d2 is forced to perform the same action in an eager fashion, i.e., r$=0.
Definition 3.1 (Performance Congruence). (1) Let Rel denote the set of sym-
metric and binary relations over D. The functional PC : Rel  Rel is defined, for
each R # Rel, as follows: (d1 , d2) # PC(R) if, for each a # Act,
(i) d1 ww
(a, n, r) d $1 implies d2 www
(a, n, r$) d $2 such that (d $1 , d $2) # R;
(ii) d1 ww
(a, n, 0) d $1 implies d2 ww
(a, n, 0) d $2 such that (d $1 , d $2) # R;
(iii) d1 ww
({, n, 0) d $1 implies d2 ww
({, n, 0) d $2 such that (d $1 , d $2) # R.
(2) A relation R # Rel will be called a PC-bisimulation if RPC(R).
(3) We say that two states d1 and d2 are f-performance congruent, denoted
d1t fc d2 , if and only if there exists a PC-bisimulation R such that (d1 , d2) # R.
(4) We say that two processes p1 , p2 are f-performance congruent, denoted
p1t fc p2 , if and only if 0 O p1t fc 0 O p2 .
Note that invisible actions are tested only with execution delay 0 while the visible
ones with execution delay 0 and, separately, with (possibly) execution delay greater
than 0. We now show, in a sense, that this is what we need to capture the largest
congruence within performance equivalence by showing the consequences of adding
or removing some further constraints in the definition of performance congruence.
By removing item (i),
(i) d1 ww
(a, n, r) d $1 implies d2 www
(a, n, r$) d $2 such that (d $1 , d $2) # R,
we just get the performance equivalence by Gorrieri and Roccetti. This is a conse-
quence of Proposition 3.2 to be proven later on.
By removing item (ii),
(ii) d1 ww
(a, n, 0) d $1 implies d2 ww
(a, n, 0) d $2 such that (d $1 , d $2) # R,
we are going to equate processes p=b.a | r and q=b | r where r=rec x.(x | a.nil )
that instead are distinguished by performance equivalence (and, hence, performance
congruence cannot be the largest congruence within performance equivalence).
Note that the above pair of processes use unguarded recursion to offer infinitely
many concurrent a actions at the same time. Over the subset of P processes with
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guarded recursion (i.e., variable x in a rec x.p term can only appear within an a. 
prefix or a wait n. one) and finitely many concurrent actions with the same label
we conjecture that item (ii) can be removed.
By allowing t prefixes to be delayed arbitrarily long and hence transitions of the
form d ww({, n, r) d $ with r0 (similarly to the a. ones) and by adding
(iv) d1 ww
({, n, r) d $1 implies d2 www
({, n, r$) d $2 such that (d $1 , d $2) # R,
the resulting equivalence would strictly imply performance congruence. The pair of
processes p and q in Proposition 4.4 are performance congruent but not related by
the new equivalence.
Finally, by adding (iv) above and by removing (iii) we are going to equate the
pair of processes in Proposition 4.3 that are, instead, taken apart by performance
equivalence (and, again, performance congruence cannot be the largest congruence
within performance equivalence).
Remark 3.2. The definition of performance congruence immediately suggests to
us that the execution delay in a transition d ww(+, n, r) d $ is only used as binary infor-
mation: if r=0 then action + has been performed immediately after it became
available, while if r>0 then its execution started after some delay.
This immediately suggests another possible alternative formulation of our theory.
We could define a transition relation of the form d ww(+, n, i) d $, where + is the
performed action, n is the completing time, and i is a flag indicating whether action
+ is performed in an eager fashion i=0 or in a lazy one i=1.6 This new transition
relation would be strictly related with that presented in Table 4, and, in fact,
they give rise to isomorphic transition systems. The definition of performance
congruence would be obtained by Definition 3.1 by replacing item (i) with the
following one:
(i$) d1 ww
(a, n, 1) d $1 implies d2 ww
(a, n, 1) d $2 such that (d $1 , d $2) # R.
Nevertheless we have chosen in favor of d ww(+, n, r) d $ because this latter relation
seems to be more intuitive in spite also of the fact that the execution delay r allows
us to give a smoother explanation of axiom BAct in Table 4.
Another alternative characterization of performance congruence, although very
similar to the actual one, is introduced in [11]. There, the authors developed a
framework that relies on the notion of reduction and observability [29]. This
framework permits one to explain different design decisions such as eagerness,
laziness, or busy waiting in terms of process interaction mechanism.
The following proposition is devoted to a study of the congruence properties of
the new performance equivalence. It turns out that t fc is preserved by all operators
of the language.
Proposition 3.1. Let n # N+, a # Act, and p1 , p2 , p be processes such that
p1tc p2 . Then:
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6 This treatment is similar to that in [37] where the authors distinguish between the times when a
process can perform an action and the times at which the process can become ready to perform it. They
use a to denote the communication of a at any time and a^ to denote the communication of action a at
the moment it becomes available.
(1) a.p1tc a.p2 and wait n.p1tc wait n.p2
(2) p1+ ptc p2+ p and p+ p1tc p+ p2
(3) p1 | ptc p2 | p and p | p1tc p | p2
(4) p1"Btc p2"B
(5) p1[8]tc p2[8].
Proof. We only prove the first part of item (3); the proof for the other cases
follows by standard techniques [28]. We know that p1 | ptc p2 | p iff 0 O ( p1 | p)
tc 0 O ( p2 | p), i.e., by the clock distribution equations, iff 0 O p1 | 0 O ptc 0 O
p2 | 0 O p. Thus to prove statement (3) it is sufficient to show that the relation:
R=[(d1 | d, d2 | d ) | d1 , d2 , d timed states and d1tc d2]
is a PC-bisimulation. Assume (d1 | d, d2 | d ) # R and d1 | d ww
(+, n, r) d $1 | d $. We
distinguish three cases:
(a) d1 | d ww
(+, n, r) d $1 | d if d1 ww
(+, n, r) d $1 . By the hypothesis there exists a transi-
tion d2 www
(+, n, r$) d $2 possibly with r$=0 if r=0 and d $1tc d $2 . Then d2 | d www
(+, n, r$)
d $2 | d and (d $1 | d, d $2 | d ) # R.
(b) d1 | d ww
(+, n, r) d1 | d $ if d ww
(+, n, r) d $. This case is similar to the previous one.
(c) d1 | d ww
({, n, 0) d $1 | d $ if d1 www
(a, n, r1) d $1 and d www
(a , n, r2) d $ and r1=0 or r2=0.
Assume case r1=0. The other one is simpler. Thus d1 ww
(a, n, 0) d $1 . By the hypothesis
there exists a transition d2 ww
(a, n, 0) d $2 with d $1tc d $2 . Thus d2 | d ww
({, n, 0) d $2 | d $ and
(d $1 | d $, d $2 | d $) # R. K
We are now ready to establish the relationships between performance equivalence
and performance congruence. The following propositions are devoted to show that
the latter is strictly finer than the former.
Proposition 3.2. Let p and q be P processes. Then ptc q implies ptp q.
Proof. It follows by Lemma 3.1 and the definitions of tc and tp .
Proposition 3.3. Let p and q be P processes. Then ptp q does not imply ptc q.
Proof. Consider the pair of processes p1 and p2 given in Proposition 2.1. We
already know that they are tp -equivalent. However, they are not tc -equivalent.
The following sequence of transitions
0 O p2 www
(c, 3, 0)
(3 O wait 3.a.b | 0 O c.(wait 3.a.b+a.wait 3.b) | 0 O a )"[a]
www
(c, 6, 3)
(3 O wait 3.a.b | 6 O (wait 3.a.b+a.wait 3.b) | 0 O a )"[a]
www
({, 9, 0)
(3 O wait 3.a.b | 9 O wait 3.b | 9 O nil )"[a]
out of 0 O p2 cannot be matched by 0 O p1 . K
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3.3. tc Coincides with the Largest Congruence within tp
In this section we study the relationships between the largest congruence con-
tained within performance equivalence and performance congruence. We prove that
the two equivalences coincide. We start by defining the largest congruence within
performance equivalence.
Let C[] denote a P-context with a ‘‘hole.’’ It is a term of the following grammar
C[] :=[] | a.C[] | wait n.C[] | C[]+ p | p+C[] | C[] | p | p|C[] | C[]"B | C[][8].
With C( p) we denote the process obtained from C[] , by replacing [] with p.
Definition 3.2. Let p1 and p2 be P processes. We say that p1 and p2 are
tC-equivalent, p1tC p2 , iff for every context C[] is C( p1)tp C( p2).
The following theorem is standard: tC is the coarsest congruence contained
within tp .
Theorem 3.1. (1) tC is a congruence.
(2) If _ is a congruence and p1_p2 implies p1tp p2 then p1_p2 implies
p1tC p2 .
The following definition introduces a new binary relation over P processes that
will be used as a bridge between performance congruence and the largest con-
gruence within performance equivalence. Two processes are related if and only if
they are performance equivalent under all possible parallel contexts.
Definition 3.3. Let p1 and p2 be P processes. We say that p1 and p2 are
ts-equivalent, p1ts p2 , iff for every P process p3 is p1 | p3tp p2 | p3 .
The main contribution of this section is a coincidence proof between performance
congruence and ts. By this result also the coincidence between tC and tc easily
follows. Some new notation is needed.
Definition 3.4. A timed state d $ # D is a descendent of a timed state d # D
if a sequence of actions +1 , +2 , ..., +n with +i # Act{ , 1in, exists such that
d www
(+1 , t1 , r1) d1 www
(+2 , t2 , r2) } } } www
(+n , tn , rn) d $ for some t1 , r1 , t2 , r2 , ..., tn , rn with ti , ri # N.
Definition 3.5. The set LAct is a sort for a timed state d # D if whenever d $
is a d itself or descendent of d and d $ ww(a, t, r) d", then a # L. Then we will write d : L.
Theorem 3.2. Let p1 and p2 be P processes. Then p1tc p2 iff p1ts p2 .
Proof. Assume p1tc p2 and prove p1ts p2 . Because tc is a congruence it
follows that for every p3 , p1 | p3tc p2 | p3 . Moreover by Proposition 3.2 it follows
that p1 | p3tp p2 | p3 . Thus p1ts p2 .
Assume now p1ts p2 and prove p1tc p2 . We will define a PC-bisimulation R
containing (0 O p1 , 0 O p2). Let 0 O p1 , 0 O p2 : L, where L=[ai | i # I ] is a
possible enumeration of the actions that 0 O p1 and 0 O p2 can perform, and
b, c, d  L with f (b)= f (c)= f (d )=1. Note that since Act is uncountable and the
sort of a process is a countable set, then actions b, c, and d not in L certainly exist.
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Define a parallel context C[] over set of timed states D, strong enough to ensure
that a particular relation is a PC-bisimulation. Let C[] be defined by
C[]=[] | 0 O A,
where
A=rec x.(V | (c +x))"[c]
V= :
i # I
:
n # N+
wait n.(a i .(c+d )+b).
Now take relation
R=[(d1 , d2) | d1 , d2 : L and C(d1)tp C(d2)].
To prove this let (d1 , d2) be a generic pair in R. We have to show that the follow-
ing three items (and their symmetric versions) hold:
(i) d1 www
(ai , t, r) d $1 implies d2 www
(ai , t, r$) d $2 such that (d $1 , d $2) # R;
(ii) d1 www
(ai , t, 0) d $1 implies d2 www
(ai , t, 0) d $2 such that (d $1 , d $2) # R;
(iii) d1 ww
({, t, 0) d $1 implies d2 ww
({, t, 0)
d $2 such that (d $1 , d $2) # R.
Let us devote some (informal) words to motivate the role of context C[] in
proving the above statements. The simpler case is item (ii) that we comment on
immediately. First of all note that context C[] cannot perform any action in L
initially (in fact, every visible action the context can perform is guarded by a
wait n prefix, which will be useful to prove item (i)). By d1 www
(ai , t, 0) d $1 we have
C(d1) www
(ai , t, 0) C(d $1) and by C(d1)tp C(d2) and the fact that C[] cannot perform ai ,
we must have C(d2) www
(ai , t, 0) C(d $2) and C(d $1)tp C(d $2). This implies d2 www
(ai , t, 0) d $2
and (d $1 , d $2) # R.
The proof of (i) is subtler. If d1 www
(ai , t, r) d $1 and r>0, then d1 is lazy to perform
action ai . But lazy experiments are not allowed by performance equivalence (note
that we just know that C(d1)tp C(d2)). Thus we cannot test whether d2 is able or
not to perform an action ai at time t and execution delay r$ by using the definition
of performance equivalence. However, lazy actions can be performed in a syn-
chronization step with an eager partner. This we will do. Indeed, the context will
be used as a partner for d1 with the ability of engaging in a synchronization
whatever action d1 can ask and in an eager fashion. Thus, to synchronize with
d1 www
(ai , t, r) d $1 , the context will be able to perform an action a i at time t and execu-
tion delay 0 (otherwise the synchronization would not be possible) resulting in a {
action out of C(d1): C(d1) ww
({, t, 0) C$(d $1). Because ai varies on L and context C[]
has to be able to perform every possible action a i it should provide a choice among
all possible complementation of actions in L. This is the role of summation on I,
i # I  , in V. Moreover, because context C[] should be eager to perform action a i ,
the local clock of the subprocess responsible for such execution should be set to
t& f (ai) which, by r>0, is greater than 0. However, the local clocks of the context
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subprocess are set to 0 and hence we need a way to increase the local clock of the
subprocess responsible for the execution of action a i as much as we need (t& f (ai)
in this case, in spite of the fact that f (ai)= f (a i)). We implement this by guarding
every action a i with all possible wait n. prefixes, and, clearly, by performing the
proper { action before the (ai , a i )-synchronization. Moreover, every action ai can
have a different duration and d1 can perform action ai with arbitrary delay. Thus
we cannot fix a bound for n in wait n.  prefixes. This is because we have the infinite
summation n # N+  in V.7
At this point, by C(d1)tp C(d2), the (ai , a i )-synchronization out of C(d1) can be
matched by a synchronization out of C(d2). By exploiting actions b, c, and d we
force this latter synchronization to be of the form C(d2) ww
({, t, 0) C$(d $2) where
d2 www
(ai , t, r$) d $2 . Then, a synchronization on channel c will be used to restore the
original context (C[]) and hence to prove that C(d $1)tp C(d $2), that is (d $1 , d $2) # R.
Finally, item (iii) will follow similar to item (ii) by observing that the { move out
of d1 leaves the context unchanged, that is C(d1) ww
({, t, 0) C(d $1). We will observe that
this transition cannot be matched by the context in C(d2) and, hence, we have
C(d2) ww
({, t, 0) C(d $2) that is also d2 ww
({, t, 0) d $2 and (d $1 , d $2) # R.
Let we now prove formally that R is a PC-bisimulation. First of all, note that
because p1ts p2 is also p1 | Atp p2 | A and, hence, by definition of performance
equivalence 0 O p1 | 0 O Atp 0 O p2 | 0 O A, that is C(0 O p1)tp C(0 O p2) and
(0 O p1 , 0 O p2) # R.
Now assume, (d1 , d2) # R and d1 ww
(+, t, r) d $1 . We have to find d $2 such that
d2 www
(+, t, r$)
d $2 and (d $1 , d $2) # R.
We distinguish two cases depending on r>0 or r=0. Assume also that + is a
visible action, namely +=ai for some i # I ; case +={ is simpler. Moreover assume
r>0. Hence, d1 www
(ai , t, r) d $1 . Since r>0, by a simple inspection of the operational
rules it is easy to see that t& f (ai)>0. Consider now the following transition (note
that by Lemma 3.1, we can use notation d ww(+, n, 0) d $ instead of notation
d www(+, n) V | d $):
C(d1) wwwww
({, t& f (ai ), 0) R=d1 | (t& f (ai) O (a i .(c+d )+b) | 0 O (c +A))"[c].
Since C(d1)tp C(d2), we must have
C(d2) wwwww
({, t& f (ai ), 0) T
for some T such that Rtp T. Since R can perform an action b at time t& f (ai)+1
with execution delay 0 and an action a i at time t and execution delay 0 (after which
a d action is possible), it follows that
C(d2) wwwww
({, t& f (ai ), 0) T=d2 | (t& f (ai) O (a i .(c+d )+b) | 0 O (c +A))"[c].
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7 Alternatively, we could set the local clock of the context subprocess responsible for the execution of
action a i to the proper value (t& f (ai)) by performing, starting at time 0, a sequence (of proper length)
of actions taking 1 time unit to be performed. This would permit avoidance of the infinite summation
on natural numbers at the cost of a little bit more involved proof.
First of all note that the {-transition out of C(d2) cannot be performed by
unwinding process A more than once, because otherwise it is easy to find sequences
of transitions of R that cannot be matched by T. Note that, indeed, process R can
perform an a i-action at time t and a (c, c )-transition at time t+1, leading to a state
in which the context cannot perform any action. It is easy to see that these two
transitions cannot be successfully matched if the {-transition out of C(d2) would be
performed by unfolding process A more than once.
Now, by d1 www
(ai , t, r) d $1 we also have
R ww({, t, 0) R$=d $1 | (t O (c+d ) | 0 O (c +A))"[c].
Since Rtp T and R$ can perform an action d at time t+1 with execution delay 0,
process T is forced to perform
T ww({, t, 0) T $=d $2 | (t O (c+d ) | 0 O (c +A))"[c]
and hence also d2 www
(ai , t, r$) d $2 .
Therefore it remains to prove that (d $1 , d $2) # R, i.e., that C(d $1)tp C(d $1). To
prove this, consider the transition
R$ wwww(d, t+1, 0) R"=d $1 | (t+1 O nil | 0 O (c +A))"[c]
and note that d is not visible in R". Thus T $ is forced to perform
T $ wwww(d, t+1, 0) T"=d $2 | (t+1 O nil | 0 O (c +A))"[c].
Now note that R"tp (d $1 | 0 O A)=C(d $1) and T"tp (d $2 | 0 O A)=C(d $2) and
since R"tp T" immediately follows that (d $1 , d $2) # R.
Assume now that d1 www
(ai , t, 0) d $1 . By Lemma 3.1(2) we also have d1 wwww
(ai , t) V |1 d $1
for some location |1 . Thus C(d1) wwww
(ai , t) V |2 C(d $1). Since C(d1)tp C(d2), we must
have C(d2) wwww
(ai , t) V |3 T for some T such that C(d $1)tp T. But context C[] cannot
perform initial ai -actions so that T=C(d $2) and d2 wwww
(ai , t) V |4 d $2 . By Lemma 3.1(2),
d1 www
(ai , t, 0) d $1 and clearly (d $1 , d $2) # R.
Finally consider case d1 ww
({, t, 0) d $1 . By Lemma 3.1(3) we also have
d1 wwww
({, t) V |1 d $1 for some location |1 and, hence, C(d1) wwww
({, t) V |2 C(d $1). Since
C(d1)tp C(d2), we must have C(d2) wwww
({, t) V |3 T for some T such that Rtp T. Note
that in C(d $1) action b is not visible, thus process T is forced to be of the form
T=C(d $2). Hence d2 wwww
({, t) V |4 d $2 and by Lemma 3.1(3), d1 ww
({, t, 0) d $1 . Clearly
(d $1 , d $2) # R. K
Now, since ts and tc coincide (Theorem 3.2) and tc is a congruence (Proposi-
tion 3.1), immediately follows that ts is also a congruence.
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Proposition 3.4. ts is a congruence.
Then we show that the (performance) equivalence under all possible contexts,
tC, coincides with that under just parallel contexts ts.
Proposition 3.5. ts coincides with tC.
Proof. (1) p1ts p2 implies p1tC p2 . By Theorem 3.1(2) and Proposition 3.4,
since ts is stronger than tp (take p3=nil ).
(2) p1tC p2 implies p1ts p2 since [] | p3 is just a particular kind of
context. K
Corollary 3.1. tc coincides with tC.
Proof. By Theorem 3.2 tc coincides with ts, while by Proposition 3.5 ts coin-
cides with tC; thus the statement immediately follows. K
4. RELATING DURATIONAL-BASED EQUIVALENCES
In this section we compare performance congruence with timing equivalence,
proposed in [1, 2] (tAM ), and ill timed lazy performance equivalence, proposed in
[9] (tl ).
4.1. Timing Equivalence (tAM)
Timing equivalence, tAM , relies on similar assumptions of performance equiv-
alence tp . Indeed, eager actions, static duration, and maximal parallelism are
assumed. However, Aceto and Murphy use a stricter form of synchronization rule.
The new rule prevents any form of ‘‘busy waiting’’: Two processes can synchronize
if they are ready to do so exactly at the same time instant. This is obtained by sub-
stituting Synch rule in Table 2 with Synch$ rule in Table 5. Note that updatings are
not needed, so that we no longer need static localities. Transitions are, in this case,
of the form d ww(a, n) d $.
Timing equivalence (defined as in Definition 2.4), in contrast with performance
equivalence, is a congruence for parallel composition with synchronization.
However, it is not related to any of the untimed semantics, e.g., strong bisimulation
equivalence, ti [28]. This means that tAM does not imply ti and ti does not
imply tAM . Counterexamples can be found in [1, 2].
The following two propositions show that there are not immediate relationships
between performance congruence and timing equivalence: they are incomparable.
TABLE 5
Aceto, Murphy’s Synchronization Rule
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Proposition 4.1. Let p and q be P processes. Then ptAM q does not imply
ptc q.
Proof. Consider the following pair of processes p=(a.b | b .c)"[b] and q=a
that are tAM-equivalent but not tc -equivalent.
To show that ptAM q, observe that state 0 O p can only perform an action a at
time f (a) leading to state d=( f (a) O b | 0 O b .c)"[b] that, due to rule Synch$ in
Table 5, is a deadlocked state (the two components cannot synchronize). But this
is just the behavior that 0 O q can offer.
To show that pt% c q observe that process 0 O p after an action a at time f (a) and
execution delay 0 can perform a synchronization. Process 0 O q, instead, after an
action a at time f (a) and execution delay 0 reaches a deadlocked state. K
For the reverse, consider:
Proposition 4.2. Let p and q be P processes. Then ptc q does not imply
ptAM q.
Proof. Consider the following pair of processes p=(a.b | b .c)"[b] and
q=a.wait f (b).c that are tc -equivalent but not tAM-equivalent.
To show that ptc q note that both processes can perform an initial a-transition
at time t and execution delay r, then a synchronization at time t+ f (b), and finally
a c-transition at time t$t+ f (b)+ f (c) and execution delay r$. Therefore, the
following binary relation over states
R=[(0 O p, 0 O q)] _ [((t1 O b | 0 O b .c)"[b], t1 O wait f (b).c) | t1 f (a)]
_ [((t1+ f (b) O nil | t1+ f (b) O c)"[b], t1+ f (b) O c) | t1 f (a)]
_ [((t1+ f (b) O nil | t1+ f (b)+t2 O nil )"[b], t1+ f (b)
+t2 O nil ) | t1 f (a), t2 f (c)]
is an R-bisimulation relating 0 O p and 0 O q.
To show that pt% AM q observe that 0 O p can perform an action a at time f (a)
and then it reaches a deadlocked state. 0 O q, instead, after an action a at time f (a)
can perform a synchronization at time f (a)+ f (b). K
4.2. Ill-Timed Lazy Performance Equivalence (tl)
Ill-timed lazy performance equivalence, tl , is instead obtained by removing the
action eagerness assumption from the theory of performance equivalence. In con-
trast with performance congruence, however, both visible actions and invisible ones
can be delayed arbitrarily long before firing. This relation is obtained by substi-
tuting Act and Wait axioms in Table 4 with the corresponding Act$ and Wait$ in
Table 6 and by forgetting about execution delay. Transitions are, hence, of the form
d ww(a, n) d $ and can be matched with arbitrary execution delay while experimenting
over processes.
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TABLE 6
Lazy Visible and Invisible Prefixings
In [9] it has been shown that ill-timed lazy performance equivalence (again
defined as in Definition 2.4), is incomparable with performance equivalence. It is a
congruence and is a natural extension of strong bisimulation equivalence.
Because the lazy character of ill-timed lazy performance equivalence it is inter-
esting to see how it relates with performance congruence. The two semantics are
incomparable.
Proposition 4.3. Let p and q be P processes. Then ptl q does not imply ptc q.
Proof. Consider the following pair of processes p=(e.a | e | b.e.a)"[e] and
q=(e.a | e | b)"[e], which are lazy performance equivalent but not performance
congruent.
To show that ptl q observe that if 0 O p performs a synchronization at time t
leading to state d1=(t O a | t O nil | 0 O b.e.a)"[e] then, to match this transition,
process 0 O q can perform a synchronization at time t leading to d2=(t O a | t O
nil | 0 O b)"[e] and d1 and d2 are clearly ill-timed lazy performance equivalent. On
the other hand, if 0 O p performs action b at time t leading to state d1=(0 O e.a |
0 O e | t O e.a)"[e] then, to match this transition, process 0 O q can perform the
same action at the same time leading to state d2=(0 O e.a | 0 O e | t O nil )"[e].
Now every transition out of d2 can be successfully matched by d1 and similarly the
{-transition out of the two leftmost subprocesses of d1 . To match the {-transition
out of the two rightmost subprocesses of d1 consider a delayed {-transition out
of d2 .
To show that pt% c q observe that after a b-transition at time f (b) and execution
delay 0 out of 0 O p leading to state d1=(0 O e.a | 0 O e | f (b) O e.a)"[e], that can
be matched by 0 O q with a transition leading to d2=(0 O e.a | 0 O e | f (b) O nil )"
[e], the former state can perform a {-transition at time f (b)+ f (e) leading to d1=
(0 O e.a | f (b)+ f (e) O nil | f (b)+ f (e) O a)"[e] that cannot be matched by d2 . K
For the reverse, consider:
Proposition 4.4. Let p and q be P processes. Then ptc q does not imply ptl q.
Proof. Consider the following pair of processes p=(wait t.a | (wait t.a+wait t)
|a .b)"[a] and q=(wait t.a | wait t | a .b)"[a] that are tc -equivalent but not
tl -equivalent.
To show that ptc q note that every transition out of 0 O q can be easily matched
by a transition out of 0 O p and similarly for the transitions out of subprocesses of
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0 O p different by wait t.a in wait t.a+wait t in p. Thus let us consider a transition
out of this subprocess. It can initially perform a {-action at time t leading to state
d1=(0 O wait t.a | t O a | 0 O a .b)"[a] that can be matched by 0 O q by perform-
ing a {-transition at time t leading to d2=(t O a | 0 O wait t | 0 O a .b)"[a]. Now
d1tc d2 because they can perform an (a, a )-synchronization or a wait t-prefix. The
former transition leads to states d3=(0 O wait t.a | t+ f (a) O nil | t+ f (a) O b)"[a]
and d4=(t+ f (a) O nil | 0 O wait t | t+ f (a) O b)"[a] that are clearly performance
congruent. The latter transition leads to states d5=(t O a | t O a | 0 O a .b)"[a] and
d6=(t O a | t O nil | 0 O a .b)"[a] that are performance congruent as well.
To show that pt% l q consider the transition 0 O p www
({, 3t, 0)
d1=(0 O wait t.a |
3t O a | 0 O a .b)"[a] that can be matched by 0 O q www({, 3t, 0) d2=(3t O a | 0 O
wait t | 0 O a .b)"[a]. Now d1 ww
({, t, 0) d3=(t O a | 3t O a | 0 O a .b)"[a] while d2 is
forced to perform d2 ww
({, t, 0) d4=(3t O a | t O nil | 0 O a .b)"[a]. Clearly d3 and d4
cannot be performance congruent because the former can perform an (a, a )-syn-
chronization at time t+ f (a) while the latter cannot. K
5. RELATING tc AND STRONG BISIMULATION EQUIVALENCE (ti )
Performance congruence is strictly finer than standard Milner’s strong bisimula-
tion equivalence (ti ). The proof of this statement relies on a lemma that establishes
a correspondence between our timed transition systems and the Milner’s untimed
ones. We will use @w
+
to denote the standard interleaving operational semantics.
A function forget(), that given a state d returns the untimed P process p obtained
by forgetting all time prefixing n O () within d, is also needed. It is defined by the
following rules:
forget(n O nil )=nil forget(n O a.p)=a.p
forget(n O wait n.p)={.p forget(n O rec v.p)=rec v.p
forget(n O  i # I p i)= i # I pi forget(d1 | d2)=forget(d1) | forget(d2)
forget(d"B)=forget(d )"B forget(d[8])=forget(d )[8].
Lemma 5.1. Let d be a state and p=forget(d ). Then:
(1) p @w+ p$ implies there are n # N+ and d # D such that d ww(+, n) d $ with
p$=forget(d $);
(2) d ww(+, n) d $ implies there exists p$ # P such that p @w+ p$ with p$=forget(d $).
Proposition 5.1. Let p1 and p2 be P processes; p1tc p2 implies p1ti p2 .
Proof. By p1tc p2 , it follows that 0 O p1tc 0 O p2 . By Lemma 5.1 it is easy to
show that relation
R$=[(forget(d1), forget(d2)) | d1tc d2]
is a strong bisimulation in the sense of [28]. K
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The reverse does not hold in general: Consider the pair of processes a | b and
a.b+b.a that are strong bisimulation equivalent but not performance congruent.
Indeed 0 O a | 0 O b can perform both actions a and b at time t=max[ f (a), f (b)]
while 0 O (a.b+b.a) cannot.
6. WEAK PERFORMANCE CONGRUENCE
Strong semantics for process calculi are often a little too constraining. Here we
investigate a weak version of performance congruence (which abstracts from inter-
nal details) and study its congruence properties.
We start by defining weak transition relations. These are used to give a notion
of weak bisimulation.
Definition 6.1. The following transition relations, which ignore silent moves,
are defined:
(i) d =O{ d $ iff there are, di # D, with 0<ik, d0=d, dk=d $ such that
d0 www
({, n1 , 0) d1 www
({, n2 , 0) } } } www
({, nk , 0) dk .
(ii) d =O= d $ iff d $=d or d O {d $.
(iii) d ====O
(a, n, r)
d $ iff there are d1 , d2 # D such that d =O
= d1 ww
(a, n, r) d2 =O
= d $.
A weak notion of performance congruence can now be defined:
Definition 6.2 (Weak Performance Equivalence). (1) Let Rel denote the set
of symmetric and binary relations over D. The functional WC : Rel  Rel is defined,
for each R # Rel, as follows: (d1 , d2) # WC(R) if, for each a # Act,
(i) d1 ====O
(a, n, r)
d $1 implies d2 ====O
(a, n, r$)
d $2 such that (d $1 , d $2) # R;
(ii) d1 ====O
(a, n, 0)
d $1 implies d2 ====O
(a, n, 0)
d $2 such that (d $1 , d $2) # R;
(iii) d1 =O
= d $1 implies d2 =O
= d $2 such that (d $1 , d $2) # R.
(2) A relation R # Rel will be called a WC-bisimulation if RWC(R).
(3) We say that two states d1 and d2 are weak f -performance equivalent,
denoted d1r fc d2 , if and only if there exists a WC-bisimulation R such that
(d1 , d2) # R.
(4) We say that two processes p1 , p2 are weak f -performance equivalent,
denoted p1r fc p2 , if and only if 0 O p1r fc 0 O p2 .
Some examples of identifications or distinctions may be useful to better under-
stand how weak performance equivalence works. Note, for instance, that none of
the three {-laws in [28] immediately generalizes to our setting.
The first {-law is +.{.p=+.p: where + can be a visible action a # Act or an
invisible one. An instance of this axiom is a.{.b=a.b the timed version of which
a.wait t.brc a.b for some t # N+ does not hold because the r.h.s. has the potentiality
of performing an action b at time f (a)+ f (b) while the l.h.s. cannot. Axiom
{.{.a={.a is also an instance of the first {-law. By considering a timed version of
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this instance we have wait t1 .wait t2 .arc wait t3 .a for some t1 , t2 , t3 # N+, that
holds if and only if t3=t1+t2 .
The second {-law in [28] is p+{.p={.p. In this case a timed version of this
axiom cannot hold because the l.h.s. can begin the execution of p earlier than
the r.h.s.
Finally the third {-law in [28] is +.( p+{.q)++.q=+.( p+{.q). An instance of this
axiom is a.(b+{.c)+a.c=a.(b+{.c) a timed version of which does not hold because
the l.h.s. can perform an action c at time f (a)+ f (c) while the r.h.s. cannot. More
promising is case +={. Consider for instance {.(a+{.b)+{.b={.(a+{.b). A timed
version of this axiom is wait t1 .(a+wait t2 .b)+wait t3 .brc wait t4 .(a+wait t5 .b)
that holds if and only if t1=t4 , t2=t5 , and t3=t4+t5 .
As in the strong case, processes p=(a.b | a )"[a] and p=(c.b | c )"[c] are weak
performance equivalent if and only if f (a)= f (c) while processes p=(a.b | a )"[a]
and q=(a.a.b | a .a )"[a] are always distinguished because the former can perform
an action b at time f (a)+ f (b) while the latter can do the same only at time
2f (a)+ f (b). Note that this latter pair of processes is identified by all the most
known untimed noninterleaving equivalences (and, in fact, also by the interleaving
ones) location equivalence [5], causal equivalence [16], ST-equivalence [22], and
step equivalence [34] that abstract from the internal evolution of processes we are
aware of.
Interesting identifications are also wait trc wait t$ for every t, t$ # N+,
a.wait t.wait t$.prc a.wait(t+t$).p and a.b | wait trc a.b for every t # N+.
Before stating the congruence properties of weak performance equivalence, we
first study the relationships between performance congruence and its weak version.
We will show that performance congruence is strictly finer than weak performance
equivalence. To show that weak performance equivalence is weaker than perfor-
mance congruence, take the pair of processes (an instance of wait t1 .wait t2 .arc
wait t3 .a if and only if t3=t1+t2 discussed above) defined by
p1=wait 1.wait 1.a and p2=wait 2.a
that are weak performance equivalent but not performance congruent. The following
proposition shows instead that performance congruence implies weak performance
equivalence. This is in line with a similar result proven for untimed equivalences
such as strong bisimulation and its weak version.
Proposition 6.1. Let p and q be P processes. Then ptc q implies prc q.
Proof. To prove the above statement we prove a more general one: Let d1 and
d2 be D states. Then d1tc d2 implies d1rc d2 . Assume d1tc d2 . Then there exits a
PC-bisimulation R such that (d1 , d2) # R. We prove that R is also a WC-bisimula-
tion containing (d1 , d2). By hypothesis it is sufficient to prove that R is a
WC-bisimulation. Let (d3 , d4) be a generic pair in R. We just prove that for every
transition out of d3 there exists a matching transition out of d4 such that the target
states are in the relation. The vice versa follows by similar arguments. Again, we
just prove the statement when transitions out of d3 are strong. The weak case
follows standardly by a simple induction on the length of the weak derivations.
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We distinguish three cases:
(1) d3 ww
({, n, 0) d $3 . Because R is a PC-bisimulation it follows that d4 ww
({, n, 0) d $4
and (d $3 , d $4) # R. Hence also d4 =O
= d $4 and (d $3 , d $4) # R.
(2) d3 ww
(a, n, 0) d $3 . Because R is a PC-bisimulation it follows that d4 ww
(a, n, 0) d $4
and (d $3 , d $4) # R. Hence also d4 ====O
(a, n, 0)
d $4 and (d $3 , d $4) # R.
(3) d3 ww
(a, n, r) d $3 . Thus also d4 www
(a, n, r$)
d $4 and (d $3 , d $4) # R. It follows that
d4 ====O
(a, n, r$)
d $4 and (d $3 , d $4) # R. K
An interesting question is whether or not weak performance equivalence is a con-
gruence with respect to the operators of our language and in particular with respect
to parallel composition with synchronization. The following proposition proves
that weak performance equivalence is preserved by prefixing, parallel composition,
restriction, and relabeling.
Proposition 6.2. Let n # N+, a # Act and p1 , p2 , p be processes such that
p1rc p2 . Then:
(1) a.p1rc a.p2 and wait n.p1rc wait n.p2
(2) p1[8]rc p2[8]
(3) p1 | prc p2 | p and p | p1rc p | p2
(4) p1"Brc p2"B
Proof. Again we just prove the first part of item (3) because the other cases are
standard. To prove this it is sufficient to prove that: Let d1 , d2 , and d be D states
and d1rc d2 . Then d1 | drc d2 | d. This follows by showing that relation
R=[(d1 | d, d2 | d ) | d1 , d2 , d timed states and d1rc d2]
is a WC-bisimulation. Let (d1 | d, d2 | d ) # R. We prove that for every strong tran-
sition (the weak case follows by induction on the length of the weak derivations)
out of d1 , there exists a weak transition out of d2 such that target states are in the
relation. The symmetric case follows by similar arguments. We distinguish different
cases:
(a) d1 | d ww
({, n, 0) d $1 | d if d1 ww
({, n, 0) d $1 (case d1 | d ww
({, n, 0) d1 | d $ if d ww
({, n, 0) d $
is similar). Because d1rc d2 , d2 =O
= d $2 and d $1rc d $2 . Then d2 | d =O
= d $2 | d and
(d $1 | d, d $2 | d ) # R.
(b) d1 | d ww
({, n, 0) d $1 | d $ if d1 www
(a, n, r1) d $1 and d www
(a , n, r2) d $ and r1=0 or r2=0.
W.l.o.g. assume r1=0; the other one is simpler. By d1rc d2 we have d2 ====O
(a, n, 0)
d $2
and d $1rc d $2 . But then also d2 | d =O
= d $2 | d $ and clearly (d $1 | d $, d $2 | d $) # R.
(c) d1 | d ww
(a, n, 0) d $1 | d if d1 ww
(a, n, 0) d $1 (case d1 | d ww
(a, n, 0) d1 | d $ if d ww
(a, n, 0) d $
is similar). Because d1rc d2 , d2 ====O
(a, n, 0)
d $2 and d $1rc d $2 . Then d2 | d ====O
(a, n, 0)
d $2 | d
and (d $1 | d, d $2 | d ) # R.
(d) d1 | d ww
(a, n, r) d $1 | d if d1 ww
(a, n, r) d $1 (case d1 | d ww
(a, n, r) d1 | d $ if d ww
(a, n, r) d $
is similar). Because d1rc d2 , d2 ====O
(a, n, r$)
d $2 and d $1rc d $2 . Then d2 | d ====O
(a, n, r$)
d $2 | d
and (d $1 | d, d $2 | d ) # R. K
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The above proposition does not take into account the nondeterministic choice
(+). In fact, as in the untimed world, weak performance equivalence is not preserved
by this operator. Consider processes p1=wait 1.nil, p2=nil and p3=b.nil that are
such that p1rc p2 , while p1+ p3r% c p2+ p3 . This is because 0 O p1+ p2 =O
=
1 O nil
while 0 O p1+ p3 cannot match this transition.
A congruence can be obtained as in [28] by requiring also that initial invisible
actions be matched. This gives rise to a finer semantics than weak performance
equivalence:
Definition 6.3. Two processes p and q are weak performance congruent, prc* q,
if and only if
1. prc q
2. 0 O p =O{ d implies 0 O q =O{ d $ and drc d $
3. 0 O q =O{ d $ implies 0 O p =O{ d and drc d $.
7. AN EXAMPLE
In this section we present an example of application of our theory. Consider a
communication protocol between a sender and a receiver interfacing two users U1
and U2 , respectively. The sender receives a message by user U1 on a port accept.
It does not deliver the message directly to the receiver but to an (unreliable)
medium via a port inmed. The medium is designed to check whether the message is
correct or not and delivers the message to the receiver only if no errors are detected.
After receiving the message by the medium, the receiver delivers it to U2 and then
gives an acknowledgment to the sender that informs U1 , via port ok, about the suc-
cess of the transmission. On the other hand, if the medium detects errors in the
message, it informs the sender about the bad transmission and the latter process
informs U1 via port ko. Unfortunately, the medium is unreliable as well; possibly
it can get a fault. In such a case the correct behavior is assumed to be restored in
t time units. The flow graph of our communication protocol is described in Fig. 1.
FIG. 1. Flow graph of the communication protocol.
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Our protocol can also be described, in our language, by the following expressions:
SENDER=accept.inmed .(err.ko .SENDER+ack.ok .SENDER)
MEDIUM=inmed.
(outmed .MEDIUM+err .MEDIUM+wait t.(outmed .MEDIUM+err .MEDIUM ))
RECEIVER=outmed.deliver .ack .RECEIVER
PROTOCOL=(SENDER | MEDIUM | RECEIVER)"B
where B=[inmed, outmed, ack, err].
The correctness of PROTOCOL is established by proving that our protocol
implements the following specification:
SPEC=accept.(wait t1 .deliver .wait t$.ok .SPEC+wait t2 .ko .SPEC
+wait t3 .(wait t4 .deliver .wait t$.ok .SPEC+wait t5 .ko .SPEC)),
where t$= f (ack), t1= f (inmed )+ f (outmed ), t2= f (inmed )+ f (err), t3=
f (inmed )+t, t4= f (outmed ) and t5= f (err).
To prove PROTOCOLrc SPEC, we have to exhibit a WC-bisimulation R1 such
that (0 O PROTOCOL, 0 O SPEC) # R1 .
Define relation R1 as
R1=[((n O SENDER | n$ O MEDIUM | n" O RECEIVER)"B, n O SPEC ) |
n, n$, n" # N, n$, n"n]
_ [((n O inmed .(err.ko .SENDER+ack.ok .SENDER) |
n$ O MEDIUM | n" O RECEIVER)"B,
n O (wait t1 .deliver .wait t$.ok .SPEC+wait t2 .ko .SPEC
+wait t3 .(wait t4 .deliver .wait t$.ok .SPEC+wait t5 .ko .SPEC ))) |
n, n$, n" # N, n f (accept), n$, n"n]
_ [((n O (err.ko .SENDER+ack.ok .SENDER) |
n O (outmed .MEDIUM+err .MEDIUM
+wait t.(outmed .MEDIUM+err .MEDIUM )) |
n$ O RECEIVER)"B,
n" O (wait t1 .deliver .wait t$.ok .SPEC+wait t2 .ko .SPEC
+wait t3 .(wait t4 .deliver .wait t$.ok .SPEC+wait t5 .ko .SPEC ))) |
n, n$, n" # N, n f (accept)+ f (inmed ), n$n, n"=n& f (inmed )]
_ [((n$ O (err.ko .SENDER+ack.ok .SENDER) | n O MEDIUM |
n O deliver .ack .RECEIVER)"B,
n O deliver .wait t$.ok .SPEC ) | n, n$ # N, n$n]
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_ [((n$ O (err.ko .SENDER+ack.ok .SENDER) | n" O MEDIUM |
n O ack .RECEIVER)"B,
n O wait t$.ok .SPEC ) | n, n$, n" # N, n$, n"n]
_ [((n O ok .SENDER | n$ O MEDIUM | n O RECEIVER)"B,
n O ok .SPEC ) | n, n$ # N, n$n]
_ [((n O ko .SENDER | n O MEDIUM | n$ O RECEIVER)"B,
n O ko .SPEC ) | n, n$ # N, n$n]
_ [((n$ O (err.ko .SENDER+ack.ok .SENDER) |
n O (outmed .MEDIUM+err .MEDIUM ) |
n" O RECEIVER)"B,
n O (wait t4 .deliver .wait t$.ok .SPEC
+wait t5 .ko .SPEC )) | n, n$, n" # N, n$, n"n].
By applying the definition of weak performance congruence it is possible to show
that R1 is a WC-bisimulation and (0 O PROTOCOL, 0 O SPEC ) # R1 ; hence,
PROTOCOLrc SPEC.
Let us now consider another more concrete implementation of the unreliable
MEDIUM. Suppose we have two processes UNSTABLE and RECOVERY. The
former process is directly connected with the SENDER and the RECEIVER and
offers exactly the same capabilities of the MEDIUM described before. UNSTABLE
is unreliable. When it gets a fault, it communicates the fault to the RECOVERY via
a port crash. RECOVERY, besides informing SENDER and RECEIVER about the
result of the transmission (whether the message has errors or not), provides a new
copy of UNSTABLE. The flow graph of the new implementation is described in
Fig. 2. The new protocol is also described by the following expressions:
UNSTABLE=inmed.(crash .nil+outmed .UNSTABLE+err .UNSTABLE)
RECOVERY=crash.
(outmed .(RECOVERY | UNSTABLE)+err .(RECOVERY | UNSTABLE))
MEDIUM$=(UNSTABLE | RECOVERY )"[crash]
PROTOCOL$=(SENDER | MEDIUM$ | RECEIVER)"B.
Now it would be interesting to see whether or not the two protocols
PROTOCOL and PROTOCOL$ are weak performance congruent. To prove
PROTOCOLrc PROTOCOL$ we could either exploit a WC- bisimulation relating
0 O PROTOCOL and 0 O PROTOCOL$ directly, or prove that also PROTOCOL$
implements SPEC, namely PROTOCOL$rc SPEC if and only if t= f (crash) (then
apply transitivity of rc).
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FIG. 2. Another implementation of the communication protocol.
However, weak performance congruence is preserved by every operator of our
calculus. Thus we can use compositional reasonings. We prove MEDIUMrc
MEDIUM$ (if and only if t= f (crash)) and then apply compositionality of rc to
deduce PROTOCOLrc PROTOCOL$. This is much easier than proving
PROTOCOLrc PROTOCOL$ or PROTOCOL$rc SPEC as sketched above.
To prove that MEDIUMrc MEDIUM$ we exploit a very simple WC-bisimula-
tion containing (0 O MEDIUM, 0 O MEDIUM$). In the bisimulation we give, gc
denotes a state of the form n1 O nil | } } } | nk O nil for some k # N. It collects the
residues of failed processes UNSTABLE. By convention gc | d denotes state d if
k=0 in gc.
A WC-bisimulation containing (0 O MEDIUM, 0 O MEDIUM$) is R2 defined as:
R2=[((n O MEDIUM, (gc | n O UNSTABLE | n$ O RECOVERY )"[crash]) |
n, n$ # N, n$n]
_ [(n O (outmed .MEDIUM+err .MEDIUM+wait t.(outmed .MEDIUM
+err .MEDIUM ), (gc | n O (crash .nil+outmed .UNSTABLE
+err .UNSTABLE) | n$ O RECOVERY )"[crash]) | n, n$ # N, n$n]
_ [(n O (outmed .MEDIUM+err .MEDIUM ),
(gc | n O nil | n O (outmed .(UNSTABLE |
RECOVERY )+err .(UNSTABLE | RECOVERY )))"[crash]) |
n, n$ # N, n$n].
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This compositional proof technique is not allowed by the performance equiv-
alence of Gorrieri and Roccetti because this equivalence is not compositional with
respect to parallel composition with synchronization.
It is also worth observing that according to the semantics in [1, 2] the two
protocols are such that PROTOCOLtAM PROTOCOL$ just because after an
initial accept action both protocols reach a deadlocked state and cannot perform
any other action. For this reason it is also PROTOCOLt% AM SPEC and
PROTOCOL$t% AM SPEC. By using the theory of Aceto and Murphy PROTOCOL
and PROTOCOL$ would hold the specification: SPEC$=accept.nil.
8. ORDERING PROCESSES WITH RESPECT TO SPEED
In [12, 13] a preorder relation, C=p , is defined on the fragment of concurrent but
not communicating CCS processes. This is because both synchronization rules in
[1, 2] and [20, 21] give rise to relations that are not preserved by parallel com-
position with synchronization (we refer to [12, 13] for the counterexamples).
In this section we extend C=p with the synchronization rule studied in this paper.
Unfortunately also in this case the resulting preorder relation is not preserved by
parallel composition with synchronization while it turns out to be a precongruence
when synchronization is disallowed.
The following definition introduces the new performance preorder:
Definition 8.1 (BW-Performance Preorder). (1) Let Rel denote the set of
binary relations over D. The functional PP: Rel  Rel is defined, for each R # Rel,
as follows: (d1 , d2) # PP(R) if, for each a # Act,
(i) d1 ww
(a, n, r) d $1 implies d2 www
(a, m, r$)
d $2 such that nm and (d $1 , d $2) # R;
(ii) d1 ww
(a, n, 0) d $1 implies d2 www
(a, m, 0)
d $2 such that nm and (d $1 , d $2) # R;
(iii) d1 ww
({, n, 0) d $1 implies d2 www
({, m, 0)
d $2 such that nm and (d $1 , d $2) # R;
(iv) d2 www
(a, m, r)
d $2 implies d1 www
(a, n, r$)
d $1 such that nm and (d $1 , d $2) # R;
(v) d2 www
(a, m, 0)
d $2 implies d1 ww
(a, n, 0) d $1 such that nm and (d $1 , d $2) # R;
(vi) d2 www
({, m, 0)
d $2 implies d1 ww
({, n, 0) d $1 such that nm and (d $1 , d $2) # R.
(2) A relation R # Rel will be called a PP-prebisimulation if RPP(R).
(3) We say that two states d1 and d2 are in relation f-BW-performance pre-
order, denoted d1C=
f
c d2 , if and only if there exists a PP-prebisimulation R such that
(d1 , d2) # R.
(4) We say that p1 C=
f
c p2 if and only if 0 O p1 C=
f
c 0 O p2 .
The relationships between BW-performance preorder and performance con-
gruence are clear. By the respective definitions we have that the latter implies the
former. To show that the implication is strict consider the pair of processes p1=
a.a.a+a | a | a and p2=a.a.a+a | a | a+a.a | a that are such that p1 C=c p2 (and
p2 C=c p1) but they are not clearly related by performance congruence. Thus:
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Proposition 8.1. Let p and q be P processes. Then:
(i) ptc q implies p C=c q 7 q C=c p,
(ii) p C=c q 6 q C=c p does not imply ptc q.
By following a proof similar to that of Proposition 3.2 it is possible to show that
the preorder in [12, 13] is that obtained by removing in Definition 8.1 items (iii)
and (vi), concerning invisible actions, and items (i) and (iv), dealing with the execu-
tion of lazy actions.
To contrast these two preorders, consider visible actions only and remove items
(iii) and (vi) by Definition 8.1. Let Pr be the set of processes obtained by removing
production p ::=wait t.p by the syntax of P and by forcing action a in production
p ::=a.p to be in A.
It is worth observing that also in Pr the two preorders are different. Clearly C=c
implies C=p while the vice versa does not hold: the introduction of lazy actions gives
more discriminant power to the preorder.
Proposition 8.2. Let p and q be Pr processes. Then:
(i) p C=c q implies p C=p q,
(ii) p C=p q does not imply p C=c q.
Proof. Item (i) immediately follows by the respective definitions. To show item
(ii) consider processes p=a.a | a.a and q=a.a.(a | a) which are related by C=p
( p C=p q) but not by the new preorder relation C=c .
Let us have a look at the congruence properties of preorder C=c . Unfortunately
when dealing with communicating processes the preorder defined in Definition 8.1
is not a precongruence for parallel composition with synchronization.
Proposition 8.3. There exist p1 , p2 , and p3 P processes such that p1 C=c p2 but
p1 | p3 C=% c p2 | p3 .
Proof. Consider processes
p1=wait 5. a .wait 10 and p2=wait 10. a .wait 5 and p3=wait 10. a
and observe that p1 C=c p2 . However, p1 | p3 C=% c p2 | p3 so that C=c is not preserved
by parallel composition with synchronization. The details are left to the reader. K
Similarly to Proposition 4.4 in [13], it is possible to show that relation C=c is a
precongruence when synchronization is disallowed.
Proposition 8.4. BW-performance preorder is a precongruence over Pr .
The difficulties in defining precongruences in timed calculi have also been put
forward by Moller and Tofts in [32]. There, it has been observed that no sensible
notion of precongruence can be defined in presence of urgent actions. Actually, our
preorder takes into account eager actions thus returning to the problems of defining
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such a desired substitutive relation. However Moller and Tofts show that a pre-
congruence for their TCCS can be defined by allowing actions to be delayed
arbitrarily long before their firing. This is in the spirit of lazy actions in [9]. Very
surprisingly also by using lazy actions we do not have a precongruence in our
setting of durational actions. The counterexample given in Proposition 8.3 is also
a counterexample for the resulting (lazy) performance preorder.
9. CONCLUSIONS, FURTHER OBSERVATIONS, RELATED
AND FURTHER WORK
In this paper we present performance congruence: a performance-sensitive
bisimulation-based equivalence for CCS-like languages that coincides with the
largest congruence contained within performance equivalence [20, 21]. The new
equivalence is based on a synchronization mechanism that allows a form of ‘‘busy-
waiting’’ if one of the two partners is ready to synchronize before the other. Our
results smoothly extend to TCSP-like languages, that instead use the multiway syn-
chronization mechanism. A comparison between performance congruence and other
equivalences proposed in the durational setting [1, 2, 9] is also presented.
A weak version of performance congruence, weak performance equivalence,
abstracting from internal details has been studied. This equivalence holds several
nice properties. We prove that it is preserved by all operators of the language but
nondeterministic composition. However, a slight modification of weak performance
equivalence turns out to be preserved by all operators. A nontrivial example is used
to illustrate the utility of our congruences.
The synchronization mechanism proposed here is also tentatively used to extend
the ‘‘faster than’’ relation defined in [12, 13] for a calculus of concurrent but not
communicating systems. Unfortunately, the resulting preorder is not a
precongruence for parallel composition with synchronization.
We end this paper with further observations concerning performance congruence
and a discussion on related work and on possible extensions and improvements of
our work.
Ill-Timed vs Well-Timed versions of Performance Congruence
Performance congruence presents the so called ‘‘ill-timed phenomena’’ that per-
mits performed actions to be observed not necessarily in the order given by time.
Thus, for instance, by assuming f (a)> f (b) the operational semantics in Table 4
allows process a.nil | b.nil to perform action a at time f (a) and then action b at time
f (b). This trace is ‘‘ill-timed’’ because after observing an a at time f (a) we can
observe a b at time f (b)< f (a).
An extensive treatment of such a phenomena can be found in [1, 2] where Aceto
and Murphy argue that it is not necessary to ban ill-timed traces provided they are
‘‘well-caused.’’ Thus ill-timed traces may be allowed provided they come through
parallelism. More ‘‘philosophical’’ views of ill-timedness can be found in [12, 13].
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Ill-timedness is present in [1, 2], [20, 21], [12, 13], and in [9] and has a number
of advantages. For instance, in [1, 2] it has been shown that an expansion theorem,
which is of great aid in manipulating expressions, establishing normal forms, etc., can
be provided due to the presence of ill-timed traces, at least for a calculus with eager
actions only. In [12, 13, 20, 21] it has been observed that in an eager setting, conser-
vative timed (equivalence-based or preorder-based) semantics with respect to the
untimed equivalences can be defined provided ill-timed traces are allowed.
More recently [14, 15], well-timed semantics have been studied within the theory
of processes with durational actions. A well-timed version of Aceto and Murphy’s
timing equivalence has been defined for a calculus with eager, lazy, and patient
(those that can delay for a while) actions. The synchronization mechanism is that
in [1, 2] that forces partners to synchronize if and only if they are ready at the
same time. In this setting it has been proven that the resulting equivalence is finer
than strong bisimulation equivalence if and only if actions are intrinsically lazy (as
in [9]). Moreover, the well-timed equivalence is decidable in the same sublanguage
of CCS where strong bisimulation equivalence is decidable and standard algorithms
for checking bisimulation-based semantics [35] can be exploited to check also this
timed equivalence.
A well-timed version of performance congruence can be easily defined following
techniques similar to those of [14, 15]. The notion of timed state is extended to
that of timed process. A timed process, d i n, is a timed state d in D, equipped with
a global clock n # N. The global clock n in a timed process d i n, represents the
global observation time for the execution (we require that n is greater than or equal
to the maximum clock value occurring in subterms of d of the form m O p).
A transition system can be defined for timed processes, the transition relation of
which is of the form: d i n ww(+, t, r) d $i t where tn. This latter condition ensures
that only well-timed transitions are taken into account while experimenting over
processes. The new equivalence holds the three items of Definition 3.1 on the top
of such new transition system. We refer the reader to the Internal Report of this
paper [10] for the technical development of the well-timed performance con-
gruence. There, it has been shown that performance congruence is strictly finer than
its well-timed version and that the latter equivalence is a congruence. Moreover, a
slight modification of the algorithm given in [14, 15] to decide the equivalence
studied there, can be exploited to decide the well-timed version of performance con-
gruence. However, in contrast with performance congruence, it is not a conservative
extension of standard untimed equivalences. There are processes that are related
by the new semantics but not by strong observational equivalence. This is not very
surprising because of the eager character of items (ii) and (iii) of Definition 3.1.
Related Work
This section is devoted to sketch some related work on timed computation by
making no claims of comprehensiveness. For a more detailed discussion and intro-
ductory motivations of the theory of processes with durational actions we refer to
the original works by Murphy [30], Aceto and Murphy [1, 2], and Gorrieri and
co-authors [20, 21].
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By now, timed versions of CSP, CCS, and ACP have been provided together
with different semantic theories. Within the CSP school, we just recall some basic
works by Reed and Roscoe [36, 37] where denotational semantics for timed CSP,
TCSP, have been provided. TCSP is obtained by CSP with the addition of a pro-
cess wait t for each t0, the process that terminates successfully after t time units,
and a process =, the diverging process which engages no events visible to the exter-
nal environment. In [37] the so called ‘‘Time Stability Model’’ is introduced to
reason about process behavior in terms of a timed version of traces in the sense of
Hoare. Technically, all performed actions related to a conceptual global clock and
actions are atomic and time passes between them. In particular process a  p is
ready to engage in p only after a delay of time $ (the ‘‘duration’’ of a, statically fixed
and equal for every occurrence of action) from participation in action a. This latter
condition is imposed to ensure that their model is what they call a ‘‘realistic’’ timed
model where a process should engage in only finitely many events in a bounded
period of time. The basis actions are observed in two different ways: a denotes the
communication of action a at any time while a^ denotes the communication of
action a at the moment it becomes available. This difference is very close to our
lazy actions (those with execution delay greater than 0) and eager actions (those
with execution delay equal to 0), respectively. In [36] the authors present a ‘‘Time
Failure Stability Model’’ which records information about which actions a process
can perform and which it can refuse to participate at a given time: they give a timed
version of failure semantics. Typically these semantics identify more processes than
bisimulation-based models such as those presented here.
Timed versions of CCS have been provided by Moller and Tofts [31], Hennessy
and Regan [25], and Wang [39]. The main difference between these works and
those in the theory of processes with durational actions is in the way time passing
is modeled. Basic actions are durationless while time passes between them.
However, different from [36, 37], special actions are introduced into specification
to represent the passage of time. All subprocesses of a process description must syn-
chronize upon these actions during a computation. In our setting, instead, each
subprocess evolves independently of the other ones.8 Moreover, external to the syn-
tax one has to specify a duration function for actions. This allows us to consider
a normal syntax for processes and to include time information only in the semantics
with the further advantage of having smooth comparisons with untimed equivalen-
ces. Finally, we do not have timed transitions (in [31] these are of the form ^
t
where t is a (relative) time instant), or, better, the change of the state can occur
only due to the execution of real ‘‘programmable’’ actions of the process. In the
above-mentioned approaches time passing can cause a state change. Timed CCS,
TCCS, is obtained by extending the syntax of CCS with prefixes (t).p representing
the process that can evolve into process p after exactly t time units of time.9 It is
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8 Only in a synchronization step time plays a role, as a synchronization is possible only if time when
both partners are ready is the same.
9 The language in [25], TPL, is obtained by extending the syntax of CCS with prefixes _.p with the
intuition that process p can start its execution after exactly a click of the clock. The language in [39]
is close in spirit to TCCS and TPL even if a number of further operators, including different forms of
timeouts, have been taken into account.
worth noting that (t).p does not correspond to our wait t.p. This is because wait t.p
is just a timed version of CCS ’s untimed {.p and in fact we think of wait t.p as an
abbreviation of (a | a .p)"[a] where a is not free in p and f (a)=t. This immediately
leads to distinguish ‘‘a choice followed by a wait’’ and ‘‘a wait followed by a
choice’’; i.e., wait t.p+wait t.q is different from wait t.( p+q) (the timed version of
the distinction between {.p+{.q and {.( p+q)). The process algebras in [31, 25,
39], instead, do not allow the ‘‘passage of time to decide a choice and, hence,
moment of choice cannot be clearly distinguished). Common to [25, 39] are the
properties of time determinism (timed transitions out of a timed process, p ^t p$ and
p ^t p", lead to the same target state, p$= p") and maximal progress (in [31] only
the former property is present). While the former property lacks in our approach
because we do not have timed transitions (^
t
) modeling the passage of time, the
latter property that imposes synchronizations to be performed as soon as they can
is different from our eagerness notion of synchronization. We have already con-
trasted these two views of synchronizations in the footnote 3 in Section 2.2. By
imposing a maximal view of synchronization a la [25, 39] we would also lose the
important property of preservation of a bisimulation-based notion of functional
equivalence: one of the main reasons for which the theory of processes with dura-
tional actions has been introduced [20, 21]. A further difference between our work
and [31, 25, 39] is that the latter present interleaving semantics ([31, 39] study
bisimulation-based equivalences [28] while [25] concentrates on testing-based
equivalences [18]) while we always distinguish between parallelism and interleaving.
The language TPL in [25] is the starting point for [7] where the authors present
a new preorder based on testing for relating systems on the basis of the predic-
tability of their timing behavior. An interesting result proven there is that the new
preorder coincides with the well known must-preorder defined in [25].
A further approach to study efficiency of processes is that presented in [27].
Efficiency is measured in terms of the amount of their internal activity. They define
a bisimulation-based preorder that relate p1 and p2 , p1 C= p2 , if p1 never needs to
perform more internal ({) actions than p2 . An equivalence can be obtained, as
usual, by taking the kernel of C= (in a similar line [8, 6] study (may and must-)
versions of testing preorders and interesting fully abstract results in terms of
algebraic characterizations or acceptance trees). This notion of efficiency has an
intuitive justification in the fact that communications are often the most expensive
operations to be performed in a distributed system. However, no performance
measure is available for a language without internal moves and, again, parallelism
is related to sequentiality and nondeterminism. Because our performance-based
approach and the efficiency one essentially rely on the same language they fit better
for a smooth comparison. The pair of process p=(a.b | b .c)"[b] and q=(a.d | d .c)"
[d ] are clearly related by the equivalences that ‘‘count’’ the number of { actions a
process can perform during a computation while are related by our theory of dura-
tional actions if and only if f (b)= f (d ). Conversely, p=(a.b.d | b .d .c)"[b, d ] and
q=(a.e | e .c)"[d ] are related by our semantics (at least by weak performance
equivalence) if f (b)+ f (d )=f (e) but distinguished by the efficiency approach
(because p C=% q). Summarizing, our notion of performance and Arun-Kumar and
Hennessy’s notion of efficiency (and those ‘‘sensible’’ to the number of { actions a
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process can perform) are incomparable. It is worth noting that this notion of
efficiency can be seen as a theory of processes with durational actions: visible
actions have null durations while every occurrence of invisible action takes a fixed
duration $ to be performed.
A few words on ACP extensions follow. Bergstra and Baeten [4] have constructed
derivatives of ACP with real time features. They (mainly) take an absolute time:
action a(2) denotes the atomic process which executes an action a at time 2, after
which it terminates successfully (rather than 2 time units after the process starts).
An operational semantics in terms of a labeled transition system that is sound and
complete with respect to the ‘‘real time process algebra’’ as defined in [4] has been
provided by Klusener in [26].
Outside the process algebras community we would like to mention the work by
Vogler on Petri Nets [38] where he studies testing-based semantics for Timed Petri
Nets. Apart from the different system model and the different semantic theories,
Vogler’s work presents some analogies with ours: actions consume time to be per-
formed. However, the duration for each action is not statically fixed (as we are
assuming), but varies from execution to execution and is actually fixed by the tester.
In our opinion this view is more in line with the interpretation of actions given in
[9] where actions can be delayed arbitrarily long before firing or, in other words,
they can take an arbitrary duration to be performed. With [38] we also share a
noninterleaving point of view: Vogler shows how to capture, in a timed setting,
a partial ordering semantics. Hence, pure interleaving theories seems to be more
appropriate only for atomic actions.
Finite Characterizations of the Performance Congruences
To properly model process synchronization with a busy waiting mechanism
(where a process can wait for the partner) and to characterize the largest con-
gruence contained within performance equivalence, we added ‘‘lazy’’ experiments
(where actions can be performed in delay) to the ‘‘eager’’ ones (where an action
is forced to be performed as soon as possible) in [20, 21]. This immediately leads
to associate infinite transition systems to timed processes. The study of a finitary
version of the largest congruence contained within performance equivalence and its
weak version would be, hence, of interest. Promising lines in this direction are
suggested by the symbolic techniques of Hennessy and Lin [24]; indeed, value-pass-
ing calculi present problems similar to ours. A finite characterization of perfor-
mance congruence should also help the search for an algebraic characterization of
these equivalences. A first successful attempt is reported in [3] where symbolic
techniques are successfully used to algebraically characterize lazy performance
equivalence [9] for a calculus of actions that can only delay for a limited period
of time. Once it is clear how to extend [3] to deal with actions that can be delayed
arbitrarily long, we think that similar techniques can be used to algebraically
characterize our new performance congruences. Since symbolic techniques require a
framework quite different from that presented here and the extension of [3] seems
to be quite involved, we leave the study of finitary characterizations of performance
congruence and its weak version for future work.
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10. APPENDIX: A PROOF OF LEMMA 3.1
Statement. Let d be a state. Then:
(1) d ww(a, n, r) d $ iff _| # L, _d" # D such that d wwwww(a, n&r) V | d" and
d $=d"[|, r];
(2) d ww(a, n, 0) d $ iff _| # L such that d wwww(a, n) V | d $;
(3) d ww({, n, 0) d $ iff _| # L such that d wwww({, n) V | d $.
Proof. (1) By induction on the depth of the proof of transitions. We proceed
by case analysis on the structure of d.
(a) d=n O a.p. Then n O a.p wwwwww(a, n+ f (a)+r, r) n+ f (a)+r O p and n O
a.p wwwwww(a, n+ f (a)) V v (n+ f (a)) O p. By the equations in Table 3 it follows that
(n+ f (a)+r) O p=(n+ f (a) O p)[ v , r].
(b) Cases d=n O rec x.p and n O i # I pi follow by a simple inductive
reasoning.
(c) d=d1 | d2 . Assume d1 | d2 ww
(a, n, r) d $1 | d2 if d1 ww
(a, n, r) d $1 (the other case
is similar). By induction hypothesis d1 wwwww
(a, n&r) V | d"1 with d $1=d"1[|, r] for some
| # L and d" # D. Thus also d1 | d2 wwwww
(a, n&r) V l| d"1 | d2 and d $1 | d2=(d"1 | d2)[l|, r].
Indeed, by the equations in Table 3 we have (d"1 | d2)[l|, r]=d"1[|, r] | d2=
d $1 | d2 .
(d) d=d1"B. Then d1"B ww
(a, n, r) d $1"B with a, a  B. This transition is possi-
ble if d1 ww
(a, n, r) d $1 . By induction hypothesis d1 wwwww
(a, n&r) V | d"1 with d $1=d"1[|, r]
for some | # L and d" # D. Thus also d1"B wwwww
(a, n&r) V | d $1"B and by the equations
in Table 3, d $1"B=(d"1"B)[|, r].
(e) d=d1[8]. Then d1[8] wwww
(8(a), n, r) d $1[8]. This transition is possible
if d1 ww
(a, n, r) d $1 . By induction hypothesis d1 wwwww
(a, n&r) V | d"1 with d $1=d"1[|, r] for
some | # L and d" # D. Thus also d1[8] wwwwww
(8(a), n&r) V | d $1[8] and by the equa-
tions in Table 3, d $1[8]=(d"1[8])[|, r].
(2) This statement immediately follows by (1) by taking r=0.
(3) By induction on the depth of the proof of transitions. We proceed by case
analysis on the structure of d.
(a) d=n O wait n$.p. Then n O wait n$.p wwww({, n+n$, 0) n+n$ O p and n O
wait n$.p wwww({, n+n$) V v (n+n$) O p.
(b) Cases d=n O rec x.p and n O i # I pi follow by a simple inductive
reasoning.
(c) d=d1 | d2 . We have three possible cases.
 Assume d1 | d2 ww
({, n, 0) d $1 | d2 if d1 ww
({, n, 0) d $1 . Then, by induction
hypothesis d1 www
({, n) V | d $1 for some | # L. Thus also d1 | d2 wwww
({, n) V l| d $1 | d2 .
 Case d1 | d2 ww
({, n, 0) d $1 | d2 if d2 ww
({, n, 0) d $2 is similar to the previous one.
 Assume d1 | d2 ww
({, n, 0) d $1 | d $2 if d1 www
(a, n, r1) d $1 , d2 www
(a , n, r2) d $2 and r1=0
or r2=0. Assume r1=0; the other case is similar. By statement (2) it follows that
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d1 wwww
(a, n) V |1 d $1 for some |1 # L and by (1) it follows that d2 wwwww
(a , n&r2) V |2 d"2 with
d $2=d"2[|, r2] for some |2 # L and d"2 # D. Clearly n=max[n, n&r2] and hence
d1 | d2 wwwww
({, n) V |1 | |2 d $1[|1 , 0] | d"2[|2 , r2]. Since d $1[|1 , 0]=d $1 and by induction
hypothesis d"2[|2 , r2]=d $2 , it follows that d1 | d2 wwwww
({, n) V |1 | |2 d $1 | d $2 .
(d) d=d1"B. Then d1"B ww
({, n, 0) d $1"B. This transition is possible if
d1 ww
({, n, 0) d $1 . By induction hypothesis d1 www
({, n) V | d $1 . Thus d1"B www
({, n) V | d $1"B.
(e) d=d1[8]. Then d1[8] wwww
(8({), n, 0) d $1[8]. This transition is possible if
d1 ww
({, n, 0) d $1 . By induction hypothesis d1 www
({, n) V | d $1 . Thus d1[8] www
({, n) V | d $1[8].
K
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